
Bottom of Third!

Reflection by: Tom Wallace

Our American culture defines itself by the people, which spread across our great country.

The people who inhabit our society are a people of diversity with interest and hobbies that can be

held only by confounds of their dreams.  To what binds our culture into a people is a

commonality of the fact we are gamers.  We watch, participate in and relish in the victories that

games provide.

If one would imagine, our life, our walk toward God is similar to a three-inning game of

America’s favorite pastime, baseball.  If my math is correct and the genetics are true, I am ready

to start the bottom of the third.

The first inning was a cakewalk.  For the period of the first inning I was more involved

with others pitching to me the meanings and purposes that God had in store for my life.  My

moments were spent in the confines of the white chalked batters box.  As the pitcher wound up

and deliveries started my responses varied.  I watched some pitches go bye.   Some pitches felt

the wind off my bat as the ball whisked by into the catcher’s mitt.  On occasion contact was

made and yes I understood for a brief moment parts of the plan that God provided.

The second inning involved the time to play the field and face pitches of assorted speeds

and spins.  The inning for me was a time for me to take the training from the first inning and

apply the concepts to my game. While playing the field the balls that flew from the bat that only

God could serve up represented the opportunities that I had to share my faith and belief to others

on the field.   Alas, a few ground balls were secured while others slowly wicked themselves

through the gap of my legs.  An occasional fly ball would graze the mitt and caress itself solidly

against the cheekbone that awaited its threads.  My time at the plate represented the rules from

the Book provided by the Master.  The rules handed down were there in the first inning and

would be present for the third. The measure of success in following the rules would find

themselves in the box scores in the columns of runs across the plate that were superseded by the

hits from my bat.  As the second inning is coming to a close and the analysis is being finalized

speculation is written in the box score and with anticipation shall read, two runs on four hits and

several errors.

The third and final inning, provided by the grace of God, is slowly appearing on the

horizon.  As in the previous two innings, God provided opportunities to learn, to serve and to

hone the skills of the game He provided.  The rules of the game are explicit and multi-leveled in

the ability to succeed.  The game before me is nearing completion and the doubts of the outcome

fill the spaces of my mind.  The methodology to play the game is far from the skills and abilities

of the first two innings.  The sharpness of mind, the fleetness of foot, and the quickness of hand

are diminishing.  Yet with this maturing, God’s expectations are to not only follow the rules but

to execute the game with more precision than before.  The play of the third and final inning is

about to unfold.  The expectations are to score runs, make the hits and to minimize the errors to

zero.  The viewing of the box score is definitive, the rules are clear and the only variable is my

ability to adapt and hone the new set of skills to play the game.  As the crowd roars and the

umpire yells, “Play ball”, there surmounts dryness to my throat, sweat pools in my palms and my

heart begins to pound at my chest.  The bottom of the third is about to begin.  May I have the

wisdom and humbleness to allow God to hone my skills that enables me to hit with precision,

rally the runs and forgive my errors for the game He designed.


